10FT & HC 20FT OFFSHORE CONTAINERS
Our offshore container is a high cube ISO container with CSC approval. It includes chain slings of 10ft and 20ft.

The container has a robust design, and is built to withstand many years of use. Due to the harsh conditions of the sea, the offshore containers are designed
to withstand the forces that other types of containers cannot.
Our offshore containers are built according to the guidelines outlined in IMO MSC / Circ. 860. The containers are available with certificates such as the
DNV 2.7-1 certification for offshore containers. They are available with either wooden or steel flooring. The primary use of offshore containers is the
transportation of goods, which may include conventional cargo containers, bulk containers, special containers, equipment, and/or containers for gas
cylinders.
Available as both used and new – new containers can be delivered with a personalised logo.

Offshore containers 10 ft and high cube 20 ft in top quality
At DC-Supply we build all 10 ft and 20 ft high cube offshore containers at our own workshop at our headquarters in Nørresundby. Many years of expertise
and experience – in combination with the high quality, that our skilled craftsmen take pride in embedding into our products, ensure that you receive an
offshore container solution of absolute top quality. 10 ft and 20 ft high cube offshore containers from DC-Supply come CSC approved for maritime
transport, in accordance with “Order on approval of offshore containers and transportable units for handling on the high seas”, all are delivered with the
CSC plate attached.
10 ft and 20 ft high cube offshore containers from DC-Supply are sold and built to order, so you always get the interior of the container that matches your
specific needs. If you do not want to buy a new container, you can often find a good deal on a used 10 ft or 20 ft high cube offshore container in our second
hand containers section.
If you need to ship goods or machinery via sea, or have any questions about the many possibilities of use with 10 ft and 20 ft high cube offshore containers,
please feel free to contact our experienced staff. We are happy to help you with advice and guidance in relation to your current situation and/or the type of
goods that you have to carry.

Give us a call or send an email if you have any questions, or would like advice. We are ready to help.

ANY QUESTIONS?

CONTACT US

Contact our sales team

CALL OR WRITE!
+45 70 23 13 80
info@dc-supply.dk
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